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Introduction
This is a poster about our pocket lab project. Before we 
started this project, we thought about what will be a good 
topic for high altitude balloon project? At that time, in south 
Korea, the air pollution were extremely bad that the weather 
forecast gave everyone warnings. The fine dust level were 
too high due to the Chinese factories. Because of the 
extreme problem in south Korea made us think that checking 
the data of Ambient Temperature, Humidity, Barometric 
Pressure, Dew Point and Heat Index will kind of predict how 
the air condition is and will be in the next few days.
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Research
This research project is about collecting data  by attaching 
the pocket lab with the balloon filled with Helium to predict 
the weather climate and air pollutions. All the sensor 
capacities are coordinates into a little, tough, and versatile 
sensor gadget that can be utilized to go out and 
investigate air pollution and climate. It is possible to get 
information from all of the sensors at Pocket Lab app  and 
can see the data being collected while the pocket lab goes 
up . By doing this we can learn more about Earth Science 
with engineering process. 
.
Issues
There were many issues that we thought it was fine 
collecting data. When we launched our payload, with the 
pocket lab in it, and got it back the next day, we found out 
that there were no data collected in the pocket lab. We 
don’t know the reason why but there are some reason that 
might have caused this problem. We think that the holes 
we made in our payload to collect air through that hole 
were too small for the pocket lab to collect air. Second 
thing that might have caused this problem is that maybe 
the environment above were not so appropriate for the 
pocket lab to get data. I believe that the climate were too 
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Test and Improve
To run this project, we had to made a payload 
that fit the pocket lab and an iPhone that was 
connected to the pocket lab. I (Sangwon Ji) 
was the one who made the payload, Doheon 
Lee was in charge of the settings in the 
pocket lab and the iPhone. Seojoon Park help 
me make the payload and Minki Lee help 
Doheon lee with the pocket lab, and 
programmed the labquest
First of all, I think that the second payload ‘s 
holes were too small for the air to come in to 
the payload. So I think that making the holes 
bigger will make the pocket lab easier to 
collect data. Also, I think that we forgot to set 
the setting in the pocket lab so the 
environment above were inappropriate for 
the pocket lab to collect data. The solution 
could be matching the environment settings 
correctly to the environment above the sky.
When we first plan to do this project we were 
planning to get all the data by doing several 
launchings and predict weather climates with 
those data and see if our prediction was 
right. Also, we  thought of predicting air 
pollutions with those data. 
Although we haven't got data to have some 
results, we can still learn from this project 
and know what mistakes were there to 
improve our future projects . I think that this 
was a great project and an inspiring 
experience  to have. 
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